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Concept Learning from Examples: Theoretical Foundations

ABSTRACT

A mathematical model of concept learning from examples is presented.
This model bears a set-theoretical nature, and serves as a semantics for a
symbolic description language. This semantics naturally leads to an algebraic
theory of tearning, in which properties of specific concept expressions (e.g.,
conjunctive expressions) can be proveà. Important feature of the model is an
incorporation of the notion of background knowledge. The model describes
aiso how learning systems can deal with examples that are not completely
specified by the teacher (incomplete knowledge). It is indicated how the proof-
theoretical framework of Predicate Logic could be used within a learning
system, and how an environment for implementing learning algorithms (a
leaming shell) could be developed on the basis of the algebraic theory.
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1. Introduction
The ability to learn from past experiences seems to be pn~eru, in one form or aratlxx, in most

animals. Human beings, however, have the distinguished capability of making the newly induced
knowledge explicit. Indeed, this ability of learning by explicit knowledge acquisition is one of the main
features of human intelligence. For this n;ason, it is a major topic in the cognitive sciences.

In the field of Artificial Intelligence, being a cognitive science, the topic related to human learn-
ing behaviour is called machine learning . The aim of this subfield of research is to build (or describe
formally) machines that simulate aspects of human learning behaviour. It is generally acknowledged
that machine leaming is a central topic in Artificial Intelligence research. For instance, the known
bottleneck in current expert systems is the pnxess of knowledge acquisition: that is, transforming the
knowledge of a human expert in a certain field into a consistent and complete set of knowledge-based
rules. Other possible applications of leaming machines are in systems for automated programming, and
in robotics.

Leanning machines manifest themseives in many forms, and several attempts have been made to
develop meaningful classifications of learning machines [1,2,3]. Still, leading researchers admit that
the subfield of machine learning lacks a sound foundational theory and a basic vocabulary [4]. This
makes it hard to compare work of different researchers, and to distinguish between significant new
resulu and older achievements.

This applies equally to the type of machine learning that is generally referred to as `the oldest
and best understood problem in Artificial Intelligence' [5]: concept learning from examples, which is
the subject of this paper. The present suthors agree with this qualification if intea~preted as a statement
about the characteristics of concept leaming from examples: a process which takes as input descriptions
of posidve and negative examples, and yields as output a description of a concept, which is consistent
with the input. Yet, we disagree with the claim that is suggested by the quoted statement, namely that
the meaning of keywords Wce `description' and `consistent' is well understood. The nature of concept
learning from examples still needs a thorough analysis by means of mathematical methods. It is this
formal analysis that is attempted in this paper.

The research, of which some rrsults are described here. ariginates not from an Artificial Intelli-
gence point of view, but from an Electrical Engineering point of view. At Twente University, research
has been conducted on the subject of deriving a fuse table for Programmable Log~ Arrays from a par-
tial specification of desired inpuVoutput-behaviour, instead of deriving it from given Boolean next state
and output functions (which is a complete specification of input,output-behaviour). Also, research was
conducted on growing (leaming) neuron networks modelled as state diagr~rns, the process of growth
being controlled by stimulushesponse-pairs (examples) [6]. As these lines of research progressed, it
was felt that their mean denominator was `learning from examples' and a research project was started
on this topic. In order to achieve widely applicable results, atiention was d'uected towards symbolic
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learning or concept leanning, and a survey was made of present Artificial Intelligence theories on con-
cept leanning from examples.

One of the most striking results of this survey was, that most work on machine leaming (and,
perhaps, on Artificial Intelligence as a whole), is concerned with algorithms and implementations
thereof. Very little recent work on theoretical foundations of learning machines was found. This is
perhaps best exemplified by the fact, that the starting point for our research was a chapter from a book
published in 1969 [7]. Yet, the present authors believe that algorithms can only be justified (and imple-
mentations be verified!) if the underlying model is made explicit. This is no less valid for more or less
vague subjects like `human intelligence' or `learning behaviour'. Formal models make the basic
assumptions visible, and reveal fundamental limitations. As Bundy puts it ([8] pp.49-50):

"The Artificial Intelligence literature abounds with plausible kioking formalisms, without a
proper semantics. As soon as you depart frorn the toy examples illustrated in the paper, it
becomes impossible to decide how to nepresent information in the formalism or whether the
processes described are reasonable or what these processes are actually doing."

And Turner remarlcs ( [9] p.119):

"Indeed, often very liule attempt is made [by most AI workers] to justify their formalisms
from any sort of semantic perspective. My hope is that this state of affairs will be short-
lived."
The approach of this paper can be characterised as logical, or rather, Boolean. We stick to

Boolean algebra and first order Predicate Logic, not because we feel it is appropriate for developing and
implementing learning algorithms, but because no more is needed for the purposes of this paper. The
next section is devoted to an informal discussion of the main issues of concept learning from examples,
with emphasis on descriptions of concepts and examples. In section 3, a set-theoretical model is intro-
duced, which serves as a semantics of a description language. As has been mentioned, this model isbased upon ideas originally proposed by Ranan Banerji. In section 4, a description language is intro-
duced for use in the rest of the paper. In section 5 the task of concept learning from examples is
defined. Section 6 describes the set-theoretical model in an algebraic way. Section 7 discusses possible
forms of background knowledge. In section 8, it is indicated how Predicate Logic could be used as a
description language. As pointed out in section 9, this also enables one to use the proof-theoretical
framework of Predicate Logic in a leaming system. Alternatively, the algebraic approach of section 6could be implemented. In saction 10, the main conclusions are listed.

The most important conclusions reached in this paper have a mathematical nature and are there-
fore expressed as Fncrs (i.e., theorems without proofs). Nevertheless, all of them can be proved [10].As usual, the word `iff' denotes necessary and sufficient conditions (`if and only if').

2. Concept learning from examples
We will start our investigation by defining what is meant by concept learning from examples.

From a behaviorist point of view, conc~pt karning is the process of acquiring the ability of discrim-
inating between members and non-members of the class of objects of a given concept. We will add a
cognitive 8avour by restricting ourselves to karning processes where such discrimination takes place onthe basis of some formula, which is called the interna! representation of the concept. Typically, suchan internal representation will cansist of a descriptiona! part (e.g., `If an object satisfies such and sucha description,') and a computationa! part (e.g., 'the probability that it bebngs to the concept is p'). In
this paper, we will ignore this computational part of the internal representation; the latter will also be
called the (intzrna!) description of the class of objects of the concept to be karned.

The process of concept learning may be looked upon in different ways. For instance, we may
view it as a process of subsequent refinement of the intemal representation, as searching through a
space of possible internal representations, or as the derivation of the intemal representation in a
(apparently non-deductive) logic calculus. As has been stated in the previous section, we will not dwell
on computational (or algorithmic) issues, but focus attention on the descriptional aspects of concept
learning (which is, indeed, a prerequisite for devising a learning algorithm).
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By concept learning hom examples we mean learning processes based on examples of the con-
cept to be learned (positive and~or negative). An example of a concept is a description of a member (or
non-member, in the case of a negative example) of the concept (what is meant by the term `description'
will be ezplained shortly). In general, we assume that a set of posioive ezamples and a possibly empty
set of negative examples is given, although we will frequently refer to them as being supplied by a
teacher . Also, we speak of the entity that undergoes the learning process as the learner; it may be
supposed to be a computer, programmed by a learning algorithm. We will feel free to use other words
in an anthropomorphic sense.

Sometimes, the teacher provides explicit background-knowledge along with the examples. By
background-knowkdge we mean (formalised) knowledge that enables the leamer to relate examples to
exh other in a non-trivial way. We will return to this issue in section 7.

In order to explain the use of the term 'example' in this paper, consider the following two games.
Both of these games require a teacher and a leamer (both of them should be humans). The teacher has
a certain concept in mind, and the learner tries to discover this `concept to be learned'. In the first
game, called non-verbal concept learning , the texher shows several objects to the learner and classifies
each of these objects as either positive or negative, according to whether the object belongs to the con-
cept he has in mind. ~e learner is allowed w conduct experiments on these objects in order to deter-
mine their relevant properties.

The second game is called verbal concept learning . Instead of showing objects to the learner,
the teacher gives descriptions of objects, while again classifying these descriptions as either positive or
negative. according to whether the object so described belongs to the concept he has in mind. The
leamer has to discover this concept on the basis of these descriptions alone.

Several observations can be made concerning the games just pmposed. In both games, the
leazner's degree of success depends heavily on the objects the teacher chooses. That is, the more these
objects anr characteristic for the concept to be learned, the better the learner will be able to discover it.
This observation applies to concept learning from examples in general.

Now, suppose the two games aze played simultaneously, both with the same teacher but with
different leamers. The teacher has in both games the same concept in mind and chooses the same
objects. If we call a presented object in the non-verbal game an example-object , and a presented
description in the verbal game an example-descriprion , then the (rather trivial) statement can be made
that each example-object satisfies the corresponding example-description. However, this statement can
not be reversed; it is, in general, not true that any object that satisSes a, for instance positive, example-
description can serve as a positive example-object. It may be that some of the characteristic propercies
of the example-object have been left out of the example-description; a positive example-description and
a negative one may even be the same! In the verbal game, the leazner will never be able to decide
whether all characteristic features of an example-object aze contained in its ezample-description.

In the verbal game, an example-description represents a set of objects rather than a single object,
some of which may belong to the concept to be learned and some of which may not. Frum this it fol-
lows that verbal concept learning is at least as difficult as non-verbal concept leazning. It is clear, how-
ever, that in machine learning the verbal game is the interesting case. The learning machine has to be
able to deal with incomplete knowledge. In the next section a set-theoretical model for (verbal) con-
cept leaming from examples will be developed.

3. A set-theoretical model
The set-theoretical framewock for concept leaming from examples as described in this section has

originally been proposed by R.B. Banerji [7]. Banerji uses this framework for describing patterns, with
emphasis on what is called featwe extraction in pattern recognition (that is, forming new features out
of given ones in order to obtain short descriptions). We will eztend Banerji's framework in a different
d'uection by concentrating on background knowledge: interdependencies between given features or
properries (section 7). Also, we will investigate the algebraic properties of the model (section 6).

We will start with the definition of concepts. A concept is a set of objects. Philosophically speak-
ing, this set represents the extensional meaning of a concept [11]. Here, an object is a member of
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some given universe of discourse, or shortly universe, which we shall denote as U. (The term object
will be redefined in a slightly different way). A concept is thus a subset of the universe. We will not
allow arbitrary subsets of the univecse as concepts, but instead assume a given set of b~asic concepts .
New concepts can be fonmed out of the basic concepts by means of intersection, union and complemen-
tation. Furthermore, we assume that these basic concepts are grouped together to form partitions on the
universe. These (given) partitions are called propertits, and the basic concepts are called values (of the
corresponding property). Thus, 'colour' can be viewed as a partition of a universe containing objects
with ezactly one colour, the value 'red' of the property 'colour' is that equivalence class of the
universe, which contains precisely the red objects. Note, that the interpretation of basic concepts as
values of properties includes the c.ace of arbitrary basic concepts, which can be combined with their
complements to form partitions. Note aLso, that in database literature a property is called an attribute.
These ideas are formalised in the following definitions.

DEFINTRON t.
An environnunt is an ordered pair ~U, PP~, where U is a non~mpty set, and PP is a
finite family of non-trivial partidons on U. (Non-trivial here means: the partition has at
least two elements, and each element of the partition is non-empty.) U is called the
universe of the environment; each element of PP is called a property in the environment.
If P is a property then each element p of P is called a value of P.
A concept is defined recursively as follows:

- a value of a property is a concept;
- if A and B are concepts, then A ~B is a concept;
- if A is a concept, then A is a concept;
- nothing is a concept unless it follows from the foregoing three clauses.

[7

Note, that if A and B are concepts, AnB is also a concept. The set of all concepts in an environ-
ment ~U, PP~ is denoted áS Cpp; the empty concept is identical to the empty set 0. Clearly, if
~U, PP~ is an environment and PP'~PP, then ~U, PP'~ is aLso an environment, and Cpp-~Cpp. The
concepts in Cpp that aze also members of Cpp aze said to be generated by the properties in PP'.

Two members a and b of the universe U are called indiscernible , iff for each concept X E Cpp,
aEX r~ bEX. In fact, this needs only be checked for each value of each property.

Fnc'r 1.
I.et ~U, PP~ be an environment. Two elements a and b of U aze indiscennible in this en-
vironment, iff for each property PEPP, a and b belong to the same value of P.

a

The relation of indiscernibility on U, as defined above, is an equivalence relation, as can easily be esta-
blished. Its equivalence classes are the smallest concepts that can be constructed by means of the given
properties. Algebraically speaking, the partition associated with this indiscernibility-relation is the finest
partition that can be constructed out of the members of PP. The members of this finest patition on U
will be called objtcts . Note, that ihe term object now has been redefined, meaning sets of indiscernible
elements of the universe rather than single elements.

Such a partition of 'building blocks' can also be used to construct an approzimation space, in
which an arbitrary subset of the universe can be roughly described by the largest union of building
blocks it contains, and the smallest union of building blocks it is contained in. This idea of `rough sets'
has been originally proposed by Pawlak [12]. Rough sets could be the `missing link' between algebraic
and statistical learning methods [5].

From the foregoing follows, that each object is a non-empty set. Moreover, each object is equal
to an intersection of one value of each property. In general this statement can not be reversed, as some
of the intersections of one value of each property might be empty. Let PP -(P1 ,...,P„), and let
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m; (ISiSn) be the number of values of property P;, then the number of objects N, is smaller than or~
equal to ~m;. If the number of objects is equal to this product, the environment is called full. Conse-

~si
quently, in a full environment, each intersection of one value of each property is an object. Note, that
the number of concepts is finite as long as the number of properáes and hence the number of ob.~' ts is
finite, as was assumed in the preceding definition. To be pnycise, the number of concepts equals 2"" .

The question whether an envinx~ment is full can be answenrd if one has ezact knowledge about
the elements of the universe each value of each property contains. However, as the shift from elements
of the universe towards objects as smallest concepts indicates, we are not at all interested in individual
elements of the universe, but only in conceptst. Consequently, it can only be deterrninated whether an
environment is full, if it is known which intersections of one value of each property are empty. This, or
rather an efficient encoding thereof, is what is called 'background knowledge' in this paper (see section
7).

It will prove fruitful to define some special classes of concepts. One of them, the class of objects,
has already been encountered, and it has been shown that each object is equal to an intersection of
values, one of each property. A concept that is equal to the intersection of some values will be called a
conjunctive concept . Conjunetive concepts have widely been recognised as being relatively easy to
learn [13,14,15]. Another important class of concepts is the class of simple concepts. A simple con-
cept is an intersection of terms, each term being a union of values of the same property. This type of
concept has received some attention ([15,16], where it is called internal disjunction). Fo~r the formal
definition of conjunctive and simple concepts, two functions CG and SG are defined, yielding the smal-
lest conjunctive resp. simple superset of an arbitrary subset of the universe. Conjunctive resp. simple
concepts are then defined as the fizpoints of these functions. Recursive definitions could have been
used instead, but these two functions will be used in the algebraic discussions in section 6.

DEFINTITON 2.
Let ~U, PP ~ be an environment, PP - (P 1 , . . . , P„ ) , P; - (Pi1 , . . . , p;,,,~. } , l~iSn. Let
CG : II(U) -~ CpP (where II(U) denotes the powerset of U) be defined as

CG(X) - n {p;~ I X~p;~ }
CG(X) will be called the conjunctive generalisation of X and denoted as X~. Clearly
X~X c for every X~U. A concept YE CPP is a conjunctive concept iff Yo - Y.

Let SG : II(U) ~ Cpp be defined as
w

sc(X) - nU~ fp,; ~ p,;nx~0}
;:,

SG (X ) will be called the simple generalisation of X and denoted as X s. Clearly X ~JIC s for
every X~U. A concept Ye CpP is a simple concept iff Ys - Y.

~

FACT 2.
For all X~U, X~Xs~c
Moreover, all conjunctive concepts are simple.

O

Again, there are interesting parallels with Pawlaks approzunation space, subsets of the universe this
time being approzimated by their simple and conjunctive generalisation, respectively.

t Note thay once thu ia said, universa are no longer naded. Inatead, we could define aa abatract algebra of ooocxpti.
grnerated by valua of propertia. However, this set-theoretical model is tetained because of iu appeal to inwition and
iu link~ w Prcdicate I,ogia After all, the atgebn of ooocepa u uu is isomorphic w suoh an abstract algebra.
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EXAMPLE t.
Consider a universe of discourse U, consisting of two-dimensional figures: large triangles,
medium-size triangles, small triangles, small squares, and small parallelograms. Each of
these categories contains objects of equal size, of four different colours: green, yellow, red,
and blue. As these figures sie preci9ely the figurea that aro coonioed in a tangram set (ig-
noring colour), we call our littk unives,e a'rangram univerx'; xe figtre 1.

groen yelbw~ ~ed blue

0
Figwe 1. A tangram universe

If we define two properties `colour' and `shape' on U, with the values mentioned above, we
can interpret figure 1 also as representing the environment ~U, (colour, shape)~. The
values of `colour' are the four vertical bars, and the values of 'shape' are the five horizontal
bars. Each square in the figure, obtained by intersecting a horizontal and a vertical bar,
represents an object (e.g., `red squares'), the elements of which are indiscernible.
It follows from the specification above, that this environment is full. However, we might
have specified instead, that red squares do not exist in our universe. This is an example of
background knowledge, which has to be represented in the picture of the environment in
some form or another.
The concept of 'green triangles' is indicated in the figure. This concept is simple: `gn~n
objects that are either small triangles, medium size triangles or big triangles'; but it is not a
conjunctive concept. Its conjunctive generalisation is 'green objects'.

0

Now, the outline of the set-theoretical model is complete. In the next section, a short survey is
given on how this model can be combined with a description language. After that, the use of the model
in concept leaming from examples is discussed.

4. Description languages
In the preceding section, a precise mathematical meaning has been given to such notions as pro-

perty, concept and objecL Still, a leaming system dces not process concepts, but rather descriptions of
concepts. As has been argued elsewhere [17], the distinction between a concept and its description is
crucial. Descriptions of concepts are expressed in a descripáon language , for which the set-theoretical
model serves as a semantics. Indeed, the model looks much like a Tarskian interpretation for first order
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Predicate Logic [18], the main difference being the introduction of properties grouping together basic
concepts, and the disregard for individual elements of the universe. Any suitable description language
should include a device for expressing properties and corresponding values. These remarks are not
meant to intend that first order Predicate Logic is not a suitable descripdon language: on the contrary,
when multiple environments are considered, the introduction of variables as in Predicate Logic becomes
necessary, as will be shown in section 8.

In this section, we describe a simple description language for use in the rest af the paper. Some
parts of the language are indicated below, but will be elaborated in following sections. The language,
which is of course not context-free (values of properties need to be declared, for instance), is specified
by a contezt-free grammar combined with informally specified context conditions.

DEFIIdTITON 3.
~learning task~
~environnient deeb

~properry decb

~concept decls~
~eoncept expn

~ ~tnvironment decb ~concept decls~ ~examples~ .
~ ~environment name~ - ~properry decb }

~background knowb ~

i
i

I( ~concept expn AND ~concept expn )
I( ~concept expn oR ~concept expn )
I NOT ( ~concept expn )

-~ ~properry name~ : ~value narne~
( , ~value name~ )}

--~ ( ~concept name~ - ~concept ezpr~
-i ~properry name~ is ~value name~

I ~concept name~

Context conditions:
- within an environment declaration, each property name should be

unique;
- within a property declaration, each value name should be unique;
- within a concept ezpression, each pair (property name, value name)

should occur in a property declaration;
- concept names should be declared in a non-circular fashion.

Some special classes of concept ezpressions can be defined, which are related to the previ-
ously defined classes of objects, simple concepts and conjunctive concepts. T'he terminal
symbols AivD , oR and xoT are called connectives, ( is called left brace and ) is called
right brace . The construction ~properry name~ rs ~value name~ is called a descriptor .
A conjunctive expression is a concept ezpression consisting of descriptors, braces and con-
nectives AND . A conjunctive ezpression containing descriptots with different property
names is called a proper conjunctive expression. A disjunctive ezpression is a concept ez-
pression consisting of descriptors, braces and connectives oR . An object expression is a
(proper) conjunctive ezpression, where each property name is contained in a descriptor ex-
actly once. A siirrple expression is a concept ezpnession consisting of simple disjunctions,
braces and connectives AxD , where a simple disjunction is a disjunctive ezpression contain-
ing the same property name in each descriptor.

O

The non-terminal symbols ~examples~ and ~background knowl~ will be specified in later sections.
The semantics of this concise description language is, at Srst sight, obvious and straightforward.

Given an environment declaracion, let PVN denote the set of pairs ~pn, vn ~ such that vn is a value
name occurring in the property declaration of the property name pn. Furthermon;, let ~U, PP~ be an
environment, and let W denote the set of values in this environment (thus W- U(PEPP}). An
interpretation is a function I: PVN -~ W, such that !(pn, vn 1) - p 1 and !(pn, vn 2) - p2 imply that
p 1 and p2 are values of the same property. ~U, PP~ is a valid environnrent for the environment
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declaraáon iff 1 is bijecáve. In other words, an interpretaáon relates property names to properáes, and
value names to values, such that the environment declaraáon correctly describes which value belongs to
which property. This mapping is easily eztended to a mapping of concept expressions to concepts, such
that each concept expression is assigned a unique concept, the meaning of the expression with respect
to the interpretaáon. This extended mapping will not be described in detail. Note, that while it has been
established that the set of concepts Cpp is finite, the set of concept expressions is infinite. However, the
equality relation `z' between concepts can be used to define an equivalence relation between concept
expressions: two concept expressions are ~quivalent (with respect to an interpretaáon) iff their mean-
ings (with respect to that interpretaáon) are equal. From this point on, the phrase 'with respect to an
interpretaáon' will be omitted if no confusion can possibly arise.

The meaning of an object expression with respect to an interpretaáon is either an object, or it is
the empty concept. A maximally valid environment is an environment, such that the meaning of an
object expression is an object. Consequently, each mazimally valid environment is full. In order to
describe non-full environments conrecdy, background knowledge has to be supplied, reducing the set of
object expressions. This will be elaborated in secáon 7. In the sequel, we will only consider maximally
valid environments, omitáng the adverb `maximally'.

Exn1~t.E 2.
Consider the environment of 8gure 1. It is a valid environment for the following environ-
ment declaraáon:

tangram - shape : large-triangle , medium-triangle ,
small-triangle , square ,
parallelogram ;

colour : green , yellow , red , blue ;
We could introduce a name for the indicated concept as follows:

green-triangles - ((( shape ts large-triangle oe shape
~s medium-triangle ) oR shape rs

small-triangle ) AND colour ts green )
The concept expression in this concept declaraáon consists of two simple disjuncáons con-
nected by AND , and hence is a simple expression. It can be easily shown, that under the in-
tended interpraáon, the indicated concept in figure 1 is indeed the meaning of the above
concept expression. By the same token, it can be shown that the following concept expres-
sion is equivalent with it:

Nor (( xoT ( colour u green ) oR ( shape ~s parallelogram
on shape rs square ) ) )

The tangram environment is a maximally valid environment for the above environment de-
claraáon. If red squares didn't exist, the environment would still be valid, although not
maximally valid. In order [o describe it fully, we have to introduce in our description
language a way to describe such a phenomenon. We will retum to this issue in secáon 7.

O

S. Learning

As has been stated in secáon 2, verbal concept learning from examples requires a teacher supply-
ing example-descripáons of ezample-objects to a learner (the word object is used here in its intuiáve
meaning, namely a member of the universe). If the teacher uses a description language as described in
the previous secáon, an example-descripáon is necessarily a concept ezpression representing a concept
(a subset of the universe). Of course, this concept contains the example-object, but it may contain other
elements of the tutiverse. Now, how is such an example-descripáon to be interpreted?

In this paper, the view is advocated that the teacher is not always in the posiáon to state that
what he knows about the example-object (i.e., whether it belongs to the concept to be learned) is
equally true of each element of the concept which is the meaning of the example-descripáon. Conse-
quently, a posiáve example-description should be interpreted as: there exists an element of the universe
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which is both a member of the concept to be learned L and the meaning C of the ezample-descripáon,
thus LnC~O. Similarly, if C' is the meaning of a negaáve example-descripáon, the only conclusion the
learner can safely draw is Z nC'~0.

It is certainly true that adopáng such a cauáous approach towards interpreáng the informaáon
supplied by the teacher dces not result in improving the convergence of any learning algorithm towards
a unique soluáon of the leaming problem. Yet, we believe that, in general, teachers supply incomplete
knowledge with which learning systems should be able to deal, not by `jumping to conclusions', but by
being relaávely robust To be more specific: a learning algorithm should, in our view, be built upon
fourfoundaáons:

- a clear understanding of what it mean.c to say that the output of the algorithm is consistent with
its input;

- insight in the complexity of the task, in terms of the mathemaácal prope.rties of both possible
input and desired output;

- a moávated choice of the control mechanism (for example, whether the order of the given exam-
ples will be considered significant; whether a set of hypotheses will be reduced or rather one
hypothesis will be subsequently refined);

- a moávated choice of the heurisác rules, applied for improving convergence towards one plausi-
ble soluáon.

The rest of this paper deals with the first two points exclusively.
Regarding the first point above, which comprises the precise specificaáon of the learning task, our

standpoint has already been indicated. It now can be reformulated as follows: the rule that `what the
teacher conveys about the example-object he has in mind is equally true of everything else that saásfies
the example-descripáon' is a(perhaps very useful) heurisác rather than a deep insight about the relaáon
between example-descripáons and the environment, and should be treated accordingly. Conceming the
second point menáoned above, algebraic analysis of the set of concepts as described in the next secáon
will reveal properties of conjuncáve and simple concepts which can be successfully exploited when
devising a learning algorithm.

We proceed by specifying the grammar rule for examples.

DEFINTIION 4.
~exairiples~ ~ ~example desc~ '
~example desc~ -~ POSTI7VE : ~concept expn

I xec~~rrvE : ~concept expn
a

Our next task is, to specify consistency condiáons for concept expressions with respect to a set of
example-descripáons. We prefer to formulate these constraints in the domain of concepts rather than in
the domain of concept expressions. In the sequel, we assume to have at our disposal an environment
declaraáon, a maximally valid environment and an interpretaáon, such that the environment is indeed
fully described by the environment declaraáons. Consequently, we can assign to each example descrip-
áon an example , being the meaning of the concept expression in the example descripáon. An example
is positive iff its example-descripáon is, and negative otherwise.

DEFIIVTITON S.
Given an environment ~U, PP~, a concept C is consisunt with ewmple e iff e is a posi-
áve example and enC~O or e is a negaáve example and en ~~0. Let there be specióed
a set of posiáve examples PE and a set of negaáve examples NE, a concept C is consistent
with the examples iff C is consistent with each member of PE and NE. The set of concepts
that is consistent with the specified examples is referred to as the consistency set .

a
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It is possible, that no concept is consistent with the examples. This is, in general, a symptom of a defect
in the examples supplied by the teacher. Of course, the teacher may have made a mistake. However, it
is possible that the symptom is caused by the cincumstance, that the environment the teacher uses for
his examples dces not contain the concept to be leamed as a concept. Note, that this circumstance can
possibly be detected by the learner, but never be remedied.

As objects are the building blocks of concepts, the formula enC~O above implies that there is an
object o that is contained in enC. An interesting case arises, when e itself is an object, because then we
can conclude that e is completely contained in the concept to be karned. An exampk which is an
object will be called a canplete exampk. Any concept which is consistent with the exampks, should
contain each positive complete example, and its complement should contain each negative complete
example. Compkte examples convey a maximum of informatian to the leamer, and it is only in this
case that we can conclude that anything the teacher knows about the exampie-object he has in mind is
equally true of everything else that satisfies the exampk-description.

ExAA~LE 3.
Consider the environment declaration of the previous example. The following are example
descriptions.

rosrrivE : ( colour xs yellow Arro shape rs small-triangle )
NEGATIVE . COIOUr LS red

The examples associated with these example descriptions, A and B respectively, are depict-
ed in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Examples in the tangram environment

As is immediately clear from this pictun;, A is a compkte example and B is not. Concept
C is consistent with both examples. C is not consistent with A if the lauer concept would be
a negative example; C would still be consistent with B if it were a positive example. In
fact, B could be both a negative example and a positive example in the same leaming task,
without causing the consistency set to be empty. Ckarly, this is not valid for any complete
example.

!]
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6. Algebraic theory of learning
The algebraic theory of concept leaming from examples as presented here is based on some rather

obvious observations.

FACC 3.
Let ~U, PP~ be an environment, and leL Cpp denote its set of concepts. The algebra
C Cpp, n, ~, -, 0, U~(where n, ~ and - denote set-theoretical intersection, union and
complement relative to U respectively) is a Boolean algebra, partially ordered by set-
inclusion, and is called the concept algebra. The concept algebra is finite; its atoms aze the
objects of the environment. L.et Opp denote the set of objects, then the Boolean algebra
~ II(OPP), n, ~. -, 0, CPP ~(Where I~I(OPP) deaotea the pa~verset of Opp, and - ia tak~ea
rClativC to Opp) ~s isomorph~c to the cancept algebr~ a~d ts called tbe ObjeCt d~ebrQ.
Both algebras will oftes~ be denoced by thcir carrier sas Cpr and 11(Upp). The isomorphisrn
from Cpp to TI(Opp) is denoted as obj, thus obÍ(L? is the set of objeds that are contained in C.

O

At any time, we can use the algebra that is most convenient for our purposes. What, now, aze the alge-
braic properties of the consistency set (the set of concepts that are consistent with some prespecified
examples)? Clearly, this set is a subset of Cpp and can be constructed by taking each individual exam-
ple and removing the concepts that aze not consistent with the example. We have discussed four types
of examples (along two `dimensions': positive~negative and complete~incomplete) and will study this
reduction step for each type.

Let e be a positive complete example. Each concept that is consistent with this example contains
it completely, and thus we can remove from II(Opp) all object-sets that don't contain e. The resulting
set is still a Boolean algebra with {e) as minimal element (and complement taken relative to Opp-{e}).
Similazly, if e' is a negative complete example, then all object-sets that do contain e' have to be
removed from II(Opp), resulting in the set TI(Opp-(e')), which constitutes also a Boolean algebra.

The situation conceming examples that aze not complete is somewhat more difficult. In particular,
let e be a positive example and let obj(e) - {01, ..., ok }, k ~1, then only those object-sets can be
removed from II(Opp) which do not contain at least one o;, l~slc. This results in a set with k minimal
elements (to wit: (ol ), ...,{ok)). Clearly, this is not a Boolean algebra. Similarly, if e were a nega-
tive example, the result would be a set with k maximal elements (to wit: Opp-(ol ) , ...,Opp-(okJ).

While (finite) Boolean algebras can be concisely described by summing up their atoms and speci-
fying the operations of the algebra, the consistency set lacks this quality iff some of the ezamples are
not complete. Obviously, the complexity of the learning task increases when incomplete examples are
taken into account. In any realistic leaming situation, the consistency set is very large, and it is there-
fore not feasible to construct the entire consistency set before pruning it with the aid of heuristics.
Rather, a learning algorithm should limit attention to a restricted subclass of concepts, which are not
only fewer in number, but also show some pleasing algebraic properties. Moreover, such an approach
enjoys a heuristic justification as well, as Wittgenstein points out [19]:

"Der vorgang der Induktion besteht darin, dass wir das einfachste Gesetz annehmen, das
mit unseren Erfahrungen in Einklang zu bringen ist."

Obvious candidates fa serving as such a restricted subclass of concepts are the classes of conjunctive
and simple concepts, which are the subjects of the rest of this section. A final remark concerning the
consistency set: the algebraic theory developed so faz is already powerful enough co give conrectness
proofs of algorithms. In [10] an algorithm is given for the construction of the consistency set which is
demonstrated to be correct by mathematical proof.

The de6nition of conjunctive concepts and simple concepts has already been given in section 3.
L,et CP denote the set of conjunctive concepts, and let CPp denote the set of simple concepts. It is
easily demonstrated that these sets are closed under intersection: for instance, XnY is a simple concept
iff both X and Y aze simple concepts. CPp and Cpp are not closed under union. However, the following
statement is not difficult to prove.
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Fncr a.
In any environment ~U, PP~, the sets of conjunctive and simple concepts Cp and CPp
are lattices under inclusion. The least upper bound of two conjunctive concepts X and Y in
the lattice ~ Cpp, ~~ is (XuY)o; the least upper bound of two simple concepts V and W
in the lattice ~ CPp, ~ ~ is (VuW)S.

While Cpp constitutes a Boolean algebra, ~ Cpp, ~~ is aLso a lattice, with least upper bound XuY of
two concepts X and Y. Consequently, if e 1 and e2 are two positive complete examples, the smallest
concept that is consistent with e 1 and eZ is e 1ue i. If we de6ne a(proper) generalisation of some
concepts as a(proper) superset of the union of those concepts, we see that e 1 ue 2 is not a proper gen-
eralisation of e 1 and e2. With conjunctive and simple cancepts, things are different: (e 1ue 2)~ and
(e t ue2)s are in most cases proper generalisations of e 1 and e 2. A restriction to conjunctive or simple
concepts does not only result in a reduction of the complexity of the learning task, but also improves
the generalisation capability of a learning system (at ihe cost of decreased universality).

Some of these statements are rephrased in the following Fac'r.

FncT 5.
Let ~U, PP ~ be an environment, and let e 1 and e Z be two complete examples (objects).
The smallest conjunctive generalisation of e 1 and e2 ( that is, the smallest conjunctive con-
cept that contains both el and e2) is equal to the intersection of those values pePEPP, for
which e 1 ~p and e Z~p. The smallest simple generalisation of e 1 and e 2 is equal to
~l~Pru9,), with P,EP, 9;EP, PEPPand e1~P;, ez~9; (15i5n).

t
0

The first part of this fact is a mathematical paraphrase of the learning paradigm frequently found in the
literature [13,14]: ignore the differences and retain the conespondences between the examples. It
appears, however, as a very specific case in the theory presented here; a case that can only be justified
when dealing with complete examples and searching for conjunctive concepts.
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EXAMPLE 4.
Consider the following figure.
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Figure 3. Another learning taslc in the tangram env'vonment

The smallest conjunctive generalisation of A and D is the universe U; that is, any negative
example (such as B), be it complete or not, together with the positive examples A and D
would lead to the conclusion that the concept to be learned can not be conjunctive. The
smallest simple generalisation of A and D is the concept C.

This section concludes with the specification of some complexity measures. Let ~U, PP ~ be a
full environment, PP -[P1 ,..., P„}, and let m; (m;~l) be the number of values of property P;

~
(1~5n). As indicated before, the number of objects in such an environment is N, -~m;, and the

~-1
number of concepts is 2N'. A straightforward inductive argument shows that the number of conjunctive~ R
concepts is Nc - 1 f~(m;fl), and the number of simple concepts is NS - 1 t~(2~-1). As an

,-1 ~-i
example, let there be two properties with number of values three and four, then the number of objects is
12, the number of concepts is 4096. the number of conjunctive concepts is 21 and the number of simple
concepts is 106.

7. Background knowledge
As has been stated in section 4, environment declarations aze intended to describe maximally

valid environments, from which it follows that environment declarations describe only full environments~
(environments with the maximum number of objects). In order to describe non-full environments p~op-
erly, environment declarations have to be augmented with background knowledge . In its simplest form,
background knowledge states that some concepts are empty. Of course, such a statement needs only be
made if it cannot be deduced otherwise from the environment declaration. For instance, the meaning of
the concept expression `colour is red and colour is blue' is empty in any valid environment

The primary background knowledge rule is thus a statement that satisfies the following grammaz
rule.
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~background knowb -~ cconcept expn NOT ExLSTS

It is easy to see, that the expressiveness of this grammar rule is essentially not decreased if
~concept expr~ is a proper conjunctive ezpression, where each property name is contained in a

descriptor only once. Such an expression was previously called an object expression. Because the
semantics of the above ~ammar rule is obviously, that the meaning of ~concept expn is the empty
concept, cconcept expn does not describe an object. Therefore. we redefine the notion of object
expression as follows: an object expression is a proper conjunctive expression, where each property
name ocetus in a descriptor exactly once, which does not occur in a primary background knowledge
rule. The definition of a maximally valid environment remains unchanged (an environment in which
the meaning of any object expression is an object): hence, it depends on the ezistence of primary back-
ground knowledge rules in the environment declaration, whether a maximally valid envirnnment is full.

The specified primary background knowledge rule is sufficiently powerful to describe any non-full
environment properly. Yet, there exist environments for which background knowledge can be codified
in a more concise way. For instance, we could allow arbitrary concept expressions in the above gram-
mar rule. A more eztreme case can be described as follows. Consider an environment ~U, PP~ with
two properties P; and P~, such that P; is a refinement of P~. This means, that each value of P~ is equal
to the union of one or more values of P;. It is easy to show, that the set of concepts CPP is not reduced
by removing P~ from PP. It may be desirable, however, to retain P~, because its removal does reduce
the set of conjunctive concepts CP . Now, a lot of intersections of values of P; and P~ are empty, and
the specification of prunary background knowledge rules would be cumbersome. It would be far more
ef5cient to specify background knowledge in this situation in a way similar to the introduction of con-
cept names:

~background knowb ~ ( ~properry name~ is ~value name~ )
EQUAIS ~eoncept expr~

where ~properry name~ is the name for P~, and ~concept expn is a simple disjunction (of which
the property name denotes P;)t. We will call such a rule a secondary background knowledge rule .
Note, that from such a concise statement it should be deduced, which `candidate object expressions' are
not real object expressions, because their meaning is empty.

Relations between two properties can be described in a more general way. First, we define depen-
dency between an arbitrary number of properties.

DEFIlVI7TON 6.
Let ~U, PP ~ be an environment, and let PP'~PP contain at least two properties. The pro-
perties in PP' are mutually irulependent iff the environment ~U, PP'~ is full, and mutrrally
dependent otherwise.

0

Now a mapping is defined, that can be used to determine whether two properties are mutually depen-
dent, to classify their `degree of mutual dependency'. and to express background knowledge.

DEFINTTION 7.
L.et ~U, PP~ be an environment, PP -(P~,..., P„}, 15i Sn, 15jSn, and
P; - (p;i , . . . ,P;,,,~ ). The function ~;~: P;~II(P~), with

~~~(P~t) - (qEP~ ~ 9nPut ~ 0), 1~~
is called the volue mapping from P; to P~. A value q of P~ for which qE ~;~(p;~) is called a
possible value of P~ given value p;~ of P;.

t Zhe conoept ezpreasian might u well be an ubiuary ezpressiorl coouining sevenl property names.
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If a member of the unive.rse is known to be contained in p;~, then it is also contained in one of the
values in ~;j(p;~), because Pi~;j(Pi~) -{4EPj ~ 9r1P;~ - 0}.

FnC'r 6.
Let ~U, PP~, P; , Pj-(pj 1 ,...,P~~ ) and ~;j be as in the previous DEF~7TOx. The ob-
jects in the environment ~U. {P;, Pj)~ are ezactly those concepts p;~np~ fa which
pjlE ~ijíDik). ISICSm;, ISiStftj.
Furthermore, let ~j;: Pj-~II(P;) be the value mapping from Pj to P;, then pjrE~;j(p;~) iff
pikE~jiWjJ), 1SlCSiIt;, 15i5Alj.
P; and Pj are mutually independent iff ~;j(p;,t) - Pj for each k, ISkSn;.

Thus, the value mapping completely specifies the part of background knowledge that is caused by
mutual dependency of two properties. Its syntactical counterpart is therefore a useful eztension of the
description language.

DEFINl'ITON 8.
A tertiary background knowledge rule is a statement satisfying the following grammaz rule:
~background knowb -~ ( ~property name~ is ~value name~ )

n~truFS ~concept expn
where ~concept ezpn is a simple disjunction whose property name is not
~properry name~ .

O

This tertiary background knowledge rule is intended for use in case of a`strong' mutual dependency
between two properties. It is certainly not advisable to specify such a statement for every pair of pro-
perties. For this purpose, a classification of mutual dependency is needed; a possible classification is
listed below.

DEFINTITON 9.
L.et ~U, PY~, P;, Pj and di;i: P;-aII(Pj) be as in the previous FACI'.
Pi is completely dependent on P; itl: ~;j(p;~) -(pjJR } for each k, 15k5m;. In this case, P; is
called afiner property than Pj.
Pj is strongly dependent on P; iff Pi is not completely dependent on P;, and ~;j(p;~)cPj
(proper subset) for each k, l~~n;.
Pj is weakly dependent on P; iff P; and Pj are mutually dependent, while Pj is completely
nor strongly dependent on P;.

O

It is easy to see, that P; is a finer property than Pj iff P; is a fit~er partition than Pi ~. Note, that the
relations 'strongly dependent on' and `weakly dependent on' are not symmetric.

This classification could be used as follows. If Pj is completely dependent on P;, the value map-
ping ~i; is specified by means of tertiary background knowledge rules (which are, in this case only,
equivalent with secondary background knowledge niles, see ezatnple below). If Pj is strongly dependent
on P;, the value mapping ~;j is also specified by means of teroiary background knowledge rules. If each
value of a particular property can be constructed out of values of a set of other propetties, then a secon-
dary background knowledge rule can be used (with a concept expression containing several property
names). Finally, in all other cases primary background knowledge rules should be used.

~ 7hus, the ~eLtion 'ii oompletely dependeat on' u a partial ordering on the set of propertia that can be constructed
ou[ of rr.
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A final remark: note that wi[h each subsequent introduction of grammar rules for background
knowledge, the definition of object expressions should have been modified in a straightforwazd way.
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EXAMPLE S.
Consider figure 4.
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Figwe 4. The eztended tangram environment

In this figure, the tangram environment used in the previous examples has been extended
with several properties. As these properties are strongly interrelated, the picture remains
`two-dimensional'. The environment declaration for the tangram environment is extended as
follows.

tangram - shape : large-triangle , medium-triangle ,
small-triangle , square ,
parallelogram ;

colour : green , yellow , red , blue ;
number : 1 , 2 ;
angles : 3 , 4 ;
area : a , b , c ;
peri : d, e, f, g;

The property `angles' denotes the number of angles of the object; the property `number'
denotes the number of pieces of this shape and size contained in a tangram game. The pro-
perties `area' and `peri' denote the area and perimeter of the object.
`area' and `peri' are finer properties than `number'. and conversely `number' is completely
dependent on both `area' and `peri'. As can be immediately deduced órom the fact that no
new concepts or objects are introduced, `angles', 'number', `area' and 'peri' are all com-
pletely dependent on `shape'. 'angles' is weakly dependent on `peri' (there is a value of
`peri', 'f, which has a non-empty intersection with all values of `angles'), while `peri' is
strongly dependent on `angles'.
The dependency between `number' and 'shape' could be described by the following tertiary
background knowledge rules:

( number ~s 2) nKri.l~s ( shape rs large-triangle oR
shape is small-triangle )

( number ts I) nKrt.n:s (( shape rs medium-triangle os
shape l~s parallelogram ) oR
shape rs square )

Similarly, the dependency between `angles' and 'peri' can be described as follows.
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( angles ~s 3) nHri.res (( peri rs d oR peri zs e) oR
peri rs f )

( angles l~s 4) nHr[,~s ( peri u f oR peri ts g)
Note, that the right hand side of the latter two rules both contain the descriptor `peri ~s f,
which is typical of a non-complete dependency. Alternatively, the right hand sides of the
firsi two rules describe concepts which are disjoint, while their union covers the universe.
Therefore, they may be turned into secondary background ]rnowledge rules by changing nK.
n.gs into e~u~us ; this is typical of a complete dependency.
Although the introducáon of these four properties does not lead to new concepts, it dces
lead to new concept descripáons, and to new conjuncáve and simple concepts. For instance,
the smallest conjuncáve generalisaáon of A and B is C, described by 'angles u 3'. (In
words, the smallest conjuncáve generalisaáon of `yellow small triangle' and `red medium-
sized triangle' is 'triangle'.)

!J

8. Learning with Predicate Logic
In section 4 a descripáon language was intn~duced, of which the syntactic constructs were clearly

based on the set-theoreácal model of environments, properáes and concepts developed in section 3. As
this model contains only unary relaáons ( i.e., values), there was no need for the introducáon of indivi-
dual variable symbols. In this section, we describe the use of first order Predicate Logic as a description
language. This introduces two interesting topics: the use of the proof-theoreácal framework of Predicate
Logic (the derivation of theorems from axioms by means of rules of inference), and the descripáon of
multiple environments by introducing more individual variable symbols.

Consider a logical system with one individual variable symbol x, a finite number of (unary) predi-
cate symbols nl, ...,n4, and no funcáon symbols. Zhe syntacácal constructs ( i.e., terms, atomic for-
mulas, well formed formulas or wff's, and closed formulas or sentences) are supposed to be defined in
the usual way by means of the logical connectives n(and), v(or), ~(not), -~ (implies), 3
(equivalence), the universal quantor V and the existenáal quantor 3. In addiáon, an expression is a well
formed formula in which no quantor occurs.

An interpretation for such a logical system is a pair I - ~U, h~, where U is a non-empty set (the
universe of the interpretation) and h is a function that assigns to each predicate symbol n; (15i~Jc) a
subset of U. The semantics of the logical system (e.g., statements like `wff ~ is true for an interpreta-
tion 1', notation I ~~, `wff ~ logicaily follows from a set E of wff's', notation E ~~, and `wff yr is
logically valid', notaáon ~ yr) is supposed to be defined in the usual way. In addiáon, the meaning of
an expression F with respect to an interpretaáon ~U, h~ is the set of elements of U that saásfy et.

Finally, we menáon the proof-theoretical constructs of the logical system (which turn it into a
logical calculus): the logical axioms (e.g., ~ -i (W ~ Q), the inference rules (which are Modus Ponens:
yr follows from ~ and ( ~ -~ ~y), and Generalisation: ~dx(Q follows from Q, and the notions of derivation
and proof. If there exists a derivaáon of ~ from a set of wff's E, we write E F- ~(if E contains a sin-
gle wff yr, we write also iy ~ Q; if there exists a proof of a wff l; (i.e., a derivation from an empty set
of formulas), we write ~-- ~. As we just described a proper subset of first ocder Predicate Logic, we
know that our logical system is compkte , that is: for any set of wff s E and any wff ~, E~ ~ iff E f-

~ (see for instance [18] pp. 62-68).
This logical system is fit for any universe U and any set of k subsets of U. Naturally, in this

paper we want to restrict ourselves tn the description of environments, and hence so called non-logical
axionrs have to be added in order to describe the grouping of values into properties.

t M element a of U sotisfics an atomic formuL 1[(z), iff ae h(7[). o aàaóes a well formed formula n;(z) n n~(s) iff
o aawfies n;(s) aid o eatiafia n~(s) (and Ihw oe k(n;)nh(n~)). This definition eztadt in a ~imilar way over the otha
cmnectiva.
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DEFINITION 10.
An environment calculus BS is a logical system with predicates ~;~, 15i5n, ISjSm;, with
additional non-logical azioms:

Vx( ~(n;;(x) n n;~(x)) for each i, j, k with 15iSn, 15j,k5m;, ,j~lc
Vx(n;l(x)v ni2(z) v... v n;,,,;(x)) for each i with 15i5n
3x(n;~(x)) for each i, j with 15i5n, 15j5rn;

A tiuorem of the environment calculus B~ is a wff ~ that is derivable from the logical and
non-logical aacioms of BL', notation ~~c~.

0

A non-logical axiom of the first kind expresses that two values of one property are disjoint; an aziom of
the second kind expresses that the values of one property together cover the entire universe; an axiom
of the third kind expresses that a value of a property is non-empty. Note, that in an environment cal-
culus each predicate has to be distinct, while in an environment declaration a value name only needs to
be unique within its property declaration.

FnCT ~.
Given arl environment calculus t~, an environment ~U, PP ~, PP -(P1,..., P„},
P; -(p; l,... , p;,,,~ }, 15iSn, and an interpretation I- ~U, h~ such that h(n;~)- p;~ ,
15i5n, 15j5m;. If a wff ~ is a theorem of ~, it is true for the interpretation I, that is,

~-- Ec ~ ~ 1 ~ ~.
0

Note carefully, that this Fncr takes the form of an implication. In order to achieve completeness, non-
logical axioms have to be added that specify background knowledge. These non-logical axioms should
be such, that for each expression nl~l(x) n n212(z) n... n~„~~(x), 15jsm;, 1~Sn (abbreviated as ~~)
either 3x(~~) or ~ 3x(~~) is derivable from the non-logical axioms. In analogy with the previous sec-
tion, possible forms for these background aaioms could be:

just one of 3x(~~) or -, 3x(~~);
~ 3x(e) for an arbitrary expression e

(cf. primary background knowledge rule);
~dx(n;~(x) a e)

(cf. secondary background knowledge nile);
Vx(n~k(z) -~ (n~r, (x) v . . . v n~~;(z))

(cf. tertiary background knowledge rule).
If such a complete set of background axioms is added to an environment calculus, we obtain a complete
environment calculus QIl~. It is not difficult to prove, that a complete environment calculus QID~ is
indeed complete with respect to a suitable interpretation I (thus ~ cEC~ a I~~.

ExnivIPL.E 6.
An environment calculus for the tangram environment contains non-logical axioms like

tlx( -, (green(x) n red(x))
Vz(green(x) v yellow(x) v red(x) v blue(x))
3x(square(x))

A complete environment calculus for the extended tangram environment of figure 4 con-
tains background axioms like

`dx(number-2(z) ~ large-triangle(x) v small-triangle(x))
`dx(angles-3(x) ~ (peri-d(z) v peri~(x) v peri-f(x))

O
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The main grammaácal difference between an environment calculus and an environment declara-
áon is the introducáon of an individual variable symbol x. In fact, such a symbol serves no specific
purpose in a descripáon language describing only one environment. Tt~s changes if we consider a
language describing so called `muláple environments'. Until now, we have only considered unary predi-
cates on the universe (values of pr~operties, where a property represents a binary equivalence relaáon).
Many realistic learning situaáons concern complex objects, made up from several objects, each with
the'u own properáes, with several interrelaáons. Structural descripáons ([2] as opposed to attribute
descripáons) of complex objects require the use of several environments, each for each type of object
that is part of the complex object, together with a way to combine these environments to form an
environment in which the complex object can be described. The total of these environments is termed a
multiple environnrent (this is not a definiáon, but a rathea vague descripáon). An algebraic approach to
muláple environments is possible [10] but seems rather cumbersome. Predicate Logic appears to be
more natural to incorporate structtual descripáons, by introducing more individual variable symbols, n-
ary predicate symbols, and n-ary funcáon symbols (n21). An interpretaáon for such a calculus is a
many-sorted algebra, and to each individual variable symbol a type is assigned (a sort of the algebra, or
equivalently, an environment). Clearly, it is desirable to extend the learning theory presented here in
this d'uecáon.

9. Learning systems

In the previous section, we have given a method to construct a logic calculus which is completewith respect to a given environment. As will be shown presently, concept learning from examples canbe elegantly incorporated within that framework.

DEFINTITON 11.
Given a complete environment calculus QIEIZ' and a symbol ~i which is not a predicate sym-
bol of r7~. A positive example is a well formed formula 3x(~ n(3(x)) and a negative ex-
ample is a well formed formula 3x(~r n -, ~(x)), where ~ and yr are expressions of ~IC.
Let F.~ denote the set of examples, then an expression ~ is consistent with the examples iff
~ if cEC -~ (Q(x) -~); ~at is, it is not derivable from the examples that Q(x) is not logi-
cally equivalent with ?;.

a

We now have two methods to construct a learning system, methods which are essentiallydifferent. The first method follows from the above DEl~vlzioN, which demonstrates that the entire theoryof learning as developed in this paper can be formulated within the proof-theoreácal framework of alogic calculus. Hence, a theorem prover could be used to implement a leaming system; such a methodcould be called the proof-theoretical approach towards learning systems. As a complete environmentcalculus is complete with respect to an environment, there are no decidability problems associated witha proof-theoreácal approach (the above definiáon might have made readers suspicious about that). Zheproof-theoretical approach has not yet further been inveságated by the suthors. Note, that direct imple-mentaáon in Pttot~oo is not possible, because a non-logical axiom of the form`dx(n; l(x) v..- v n;,,,~ (z)), transformed to clausal form, is not a Horn-clause.
The second method for the construcáon of a learning system uses a descripáon langua~ge similarto the one defined in secáon 4, and is based upon the view of an environment as an algebra, asdescribed in secáon 6. We can term this method the algebraic approach towards leaming systems.Altemaávely, this method could be called the sentantica! approach (from a logical viewpoint). Accord-ing to this method, a learning system contains the following modules:

- a parser module for reading in the user-defined learning task, making use of grammar rules simi-lar to those described in this paper;
- an algebra module for defining the object algebra as described in secáon 6;
- a semantics module for defining the mapping of concept expressions (as defined in the parser

module) onto elements of the object algebra, thus specifying the meaning of each concept
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expression;
- a learning module for defining the notion of `being consistent with the examples', and a further

specification of the leaming algorithm (that is, a specification of what is to be learned, and how it
is to be learned).

A system consisting of parser module, algebra module. semantics module and a`kernel' learning
module (defining only the consistency set) can be termed a learning shell. Such a learning shell can be
used to build a leaming system by augmenting the learning module as desired. At Tilburg University, a
learning shell is currently under construction, written in PttowG.

10. Conclusion
In this paper, we have attempted to develop a sound conceptual and computational framework for

learning systems. We have defined and discussed notions like concept, property, example, description
language, background knowledge. In our view, the benefits of precise mathematical definitions are clear.
For instance, we have shown that canjtu~ctive and simple expressions have a special place in learning
theory, not by building a learning system and concluding that the system learns them more easily than
arbitrary expressions, but by proving their specific mathematical properties. Furthermore, we have
argued that examples can not be identified with specific elements of the universe, but only with subsets
of the universe, thus incorporating the notion of incomplete knowledge in an elegant way. A prere-
quisite for any learned concept is, that it is consistent with the examples supplied by the teacher. The
notion of background knowledge has been discussed, revealing some 'normal forms'; however, further
investigation is still required on this subject.

We have come up with two, essentially different, approaches to learning systems: the algebraic or
semantical approach, and the proof-theoretical approach. It has been indicated how the notion of `being
consistent with the examples' can be implemented in a learning shell, on top of which a specific learn-
ing algorithm can be implemented, with a control strategy based on heuristics. A first version of such a
shell is under way.

Topics for further investigation include: the incorporation of multiple environments within the
theory, the introducdon of properties with an infinite number of values, the algorithmic specification of
background knowledge, and the algebra of properties in an environment. The first topic can be studied
by considering a`full' first order Predicate Logic, with several (typed) individual variable symbols, n-
ary predicate symbols and n-ary function symbols. Infinite partitions can be used to model numerically
measured properties such as weight. Such partitions might be inductively defined, which requires se.cond
order logic. Formal consequences of such an approach should be studied. Algorithmic specification of
background knowledge means specifying the value mapping by means of an algorithm instead of
argument-value pairs.

The algebra of properties in an environment consists of all properties that can be conswcted out
of the given ones. This dces not increase the expressiveness of the environment, but inHuences the
efficiency of concept expressions; it also incresses the number of conjtutctive and simple concepts. Such
an algebra of properties might prove useful to fonmalise the notion of background knowledge further. It
can also be used to study a form of learning where the iearrted concept contains descriptors not presertt
in the ezamples, sometimes called `constructive induction' [15]. Such a learning process has previously
been mentioned by Banerji [7]; he indic,ates its close relationship with what is called `feature extr~ction'
in pattem recognition.
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